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Committee charge

The IT Transactions is the premier publication in the field of information
theory and ranks among the top IEEE publications in terms of the number
of citations and eigenfactor. However, the size of the Transactions has
been steadily growing in recent years, which raises the questions of
whether this growth can be managed, and whether it is hurting quality.
Furthermore, the Transactions has not been attracting the best papers in
closely related fields, such as cryptography, complexity, learning, quantum
information, and network science.



Committee charge

The charge of the committee is to investigate these issues and make
recommendations based on its findings. Some particular questions are:

1. Has this growth indeed hurt quality compared to an absolute standard
or top journals in cognate fields (e.g., computer science, statistics,
operations research, mathematics, and physics)?

2. How have leading journals in these cognate fields managed size and
growth?

3. Has this growth compromised the value of the Transactions to its
readership (e.g., in timeliness or browsability)?

4. In general, how is the Transactions viewed by its readership broadly
defined?

5. What actions, if any, need to be taken to ensure the future of the
Transactions as a leading journal in the information sciences?



What we did

∙ Conducted over 25 interviews with select group of researchers in IT and
cognate fields

∙ Collected relevant statistics and policies about leading journals in
cognate fields

∙ Held six conference calls and one face-to-face meeting at ISIT 2012 to
discuss results and make recommendations
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1. Has the growth of T-IT hurt quality?

T-IT still publishes the best papers in its field, but “average quality” has
slipped, due to inclusion of more average papers in traditional core areas

2. How have leading journals in these cognate fields managed growth?

Page limits, spin-off of new journals, more fast-rejects, use of on-line
supplements, go all-electronic

3. Has this growth compromised the value of the Transactions to its readership ?

Browsability is not an issue because “journals are nowadays searched, not
browsed.” Few comments were made about timeliness

4. In general, how is T-IT viewed by its readership broadly defined?

T-IT is best journal in its field, more prestigious than any other IEEE journal

T-IT is the most mathematical of the IEEE journals (except possibly T-AC);

it is more concerned with technical virtuosity than with impact;

the quality of papers ranges widely, and therefore it does not give the “quality
stamp” that other journals and conferences (e.g., FOCS, STOC) do



Interview questions and response summary

5. What actions, if any, need to be taken to ensure the future of the Transactions
as a leading journal in the information sciences?

Little or no sentiment for splitting the Transactions, spinning off new journals,
or narrowing the scope

Actions underway:

Raise minimum acceptance threshold

Reject “incremental” papers

Avoid special issues

Discussion items:

IT does not have mechanism for pointing out the papers that “everyone should
read,” either in T-IT or ISIT

Other fields have highly selective journals or conferences

Start a magazine along the lines of the Signal Processing Magazine



Journal policy summary

∙ Policies are all over the map

∙ No other journal in our survey is contending with the growth that we are

∙ Other IEEE journals have had success with instituting Senior Editors

∙ Physical Review Letters (PRL) is interesting model of highly selective journal:

é Features short papers announcing major results from all branches of physics

é Widely read, one of most prestigious journals in any scientific discipline

∙ Journal of Machine Learning Research (JMLR) interesting model of online,
open access journal:

é Formed in 2000 by Kluwer’s Machine Learning Journal editorial board

é Large staff of associate editors, and separate large editorial and advisory
boards, with many top people

é Journal makes “commitment to rigorous yet rapid reviewing,” with final
versions of papers published electronically immediately upon receipt

é JMLR also maintains an archive of open-source software for machine learning



Preliminary recommendations: Managing growth

∙ Growth up till 2011 followed 2006 ad hoc committee prediction of 11%
per year (8000 pages in 2011)

∙ Growth beyond 2012 difficult to predict, but exponential growth
expected to continue

∙ Committee recommends:

é Maintain current fast reject rate of ≈ 30%

é Reject incremental papers (EiC is already implementing this)

é AEs should take more active role in ensuring that papers are not too long
relative to their content

é Curb special issues



Preliminary recommendations: Improving operations

∙ Move toward hierarchical editorial board with senior editors (similar to
other IEEE Transactions)

∙ Blind AE fast reject should be left to discretion of EiC

∙ Implement some forms of reviewer rewards and penalties. The
committee endorses publishing a list of “good” reviewers every year.
Implementation or not is left to the EiC

∙ The current editing performed by IEEE Publishing is too costly and of
marginal quality. Explore alternatives

∙ T-IT evolution to all-electronic publication should follow IEEE lead

∙ The committee endorses the arXiv-based approach to open access and
recommends continued monitoring of developments in this area

∙ EiC should submit his/her best estimate of page budget for the current
and following year to the ITS officers every three months



Preliminary recommendations: Improving visibility

∙ Monthly ToC should be sent in a “push” email to all IT society members
and anyone else who requests it (IEEE can do this, for $600/month!)

∙ BoG should set up a committee to study conversion of IT Newsletter to
on-line, and potentially its evolution to on-line magazine

∙ The committee strongly endorses publication of review and “discussion”
papers in the T-IT

∙ Would like to see a more active T-IT website, perhaps including
discussions of current papers



Preliminary recommendations: Highlighting quality

∙ Some interviewees pointed out that IT has no highly selective venue
(e.g., STOC/FOCS, Science/Nature/Physical Review Letters)

∙ Ideas that fall outside main committee charge for BoG to explore:

é Highlighting “EditorsChoice” papers

é Comments on current papers. The idea would be to solicit “paper reviews,”
which would appear in some ephemeral but timely medium,e.g., IT
Newsletter, IT website, or an IT blog

é Announce IT Prize Paper Finalists. This would be a formal responsibility of
the Awards Committee

é Divide the T-IT into “Part A” (top) and “Part B” (archival) papers. No
consensus on how to do this could be reached

é New, highly selective, interdisciplinary journal in the information sciences.
The committee enthusiastically recommends IT Society support of the
committee that has been created to explore the feasibility of such journal



New journal of information sciences?

∙ Working group: E. Candés, G. D. Forney, Jr., M. Sudan, M. Vetterli

∙ Motivation:

é Other fields have journals (Science, Nature, PRL) where the very best work
is highlighted. We don’t

é Within the information sciences, there is much interest in understanding
developments in related fields. We lack good means of doing so



Preliminary suggestions

∙ Core scope to include mathematically-grounded information sciences areas
(theoretical CS, IT, statistics, signal processing, . . . )

∙ Title of the journal would probably include the word “information”

∙ The sponsor would preferably be new nonprofit organization

∙ Modest funding from government, industry, and universities

∙ Endorsement (probably without financial support) of societies, e.g., ACM, ITS,
SPS, SIAM, IMS, AMS, INFORMS. No dominant community

∙ Online, open-access model along the lines of JMLR is attractive

∙ If online journal were successful, it shouldn’t be hard to find publisher for
subscriber-supported print version (a la Nature/Science)

∙ Journal includes both original research and survey articles. As a minimum,
articles understandable by readers in related fields

∙ Science, Nature, and PRL require articles to be short (perhaps with
supplementary on-line material). Is this the right policy for this journal? Do we
expect authors of original research papers to publish “full” versions elsewhere?

∙ The Board of Reviewing Editors could consist of eminent people across the


